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Parents —This week learn the main points together as a family for our
upcoming lesson on February 25th.
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Know Right: Reviewing what we’ve learned.

Know Right: Reviewing what we’ve learned.

Think Right: Romans 3:23, John 14:2, and 2 Peter 3:18a
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Do Right: I will remember God’s Word.
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Feel Right: I can feel wise when I remember God’s Word.
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We memorized three verses last quarter and this quarter!
Review the verses below together as a family.
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“In my Father's house (hands above head and meet at a point) are
many rooms (arms opening in front of you); if it were not so (shake
finger), I would have told you (two pointer fingers move from mouth
outward). I am going there (two pointer fingers point way up) to
prepare a place for you (two pointer fingers point to children).” John
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“But grow in the grace (raise up from a squatting position and raise
hands up to sky) and knowledge (point to your head) of our Lord
(point up) and Savior (other pointer finger up) Jesus Christ (point to
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“For all (hands from center going outward) have sinned (two thumbs
down and look sad) and fall short (squat) of the glory of God (stand up
while pointer fingers twirl pointing up).”
Romans 3:23
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Thousands of pieces of gold!
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Did you Know?

Did you Know?

If your family had a thousand gold nuggets like the one
pictured
above, you would have over a million dollars!!
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In Psalm 119, the Psalmist says…
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“The law from your mouth is more precious to me than
THOUSANDS of pieces of silver and gold.” – Psalm 119:72
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What does that mean?
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According to the Psalm, God’s word (the Bible) should be
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more precious to us than millions upon millions of dollars!
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So we have to ask…IS God’s Word more precious to our
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family than money?

family than money?

If not…let’s admit, confess, and repent together,
and ask that He would give us the same desire
for His Word that we see in Psalm 119!
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